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Abstract

DNA Cryptography is a new cryptographic paradigm
from hastily growing bio molecular computation, as its
computational power will determine next generation com-
puting. As technology is growing much faster, data pro-
tection is getting more important and it is necessary to
design the unbreakable encryption technology to protect
the information. In this paper, we proposed a biotic
DNA based secret key cryptographic mechanism, see-
ing as DNA computing had made great strides in ultra-
compact information storage, vast parallelism, and excep-
tional energy efficiency. This Biotic Pseudo DNA cryp-
tography method is based upon the genetic information
on biological systems. This method makes use of splic-
ing system to improve security, random multiple key se-
quence to increase the degree of diffusion and confusion
which makes resulting cipher texts difficult to decipher
and makes to realize a perfect secrecy system. The for-
mal and experimental analysis not only shows that this
method is powerful against brute force attack and chosen
cipher text attacks, but also it is very efficient in storage,
computation as well as transmission.

Keywords: Brute force attack, chosen cipher text attack,
DNA based symmetric cryptography

1 Introduction

DNA Computing is a Bio-molecular Computation (BMC)
which makes use of biological methods for performing
massively parallel computation. This can be a lot quicker
than a conventional Silicon Chip computer, for which
large quantities of hardware needed for performing par-
allel computation. These DNA computers [1, 29, 32, 37]

don’t just make use of massively parallel computation, but
also uses ultra-compact information storage in which large
amount of information that can be stashed in a more com-
pact away with, which massively exceeds in conventional
electronic media, (i.e., A single gram of DNA [1, 8, 14]
comprises 1021 DNA bases which equals to 108 terabytes.
A hardly few grams of DNA, possibly contains all data
stored in world. This cross-topical field of DNA Com-
puting [33] combines the ideas from biological sciences,
computer science and chemistry. In 1994, Adleman [8] de-
signed a study to solve the Travelling Salesman problem
that attempts to visit each city exactly once and try to
find every possible route using molecules of DNA. Hence,
this inspired model provides the potential ability of work-
ing out many problems that were previously thought im-
possible or exceedingly difficult to solve out with the tra-
ditional computing paradigm such as encryption break-
ing, game strategy etc.

As Power of the parallel processing is increasing day to
day, modern cryptosystems can be easily cryptanalyzed
by the cryptanalyst, the world is looking for new ways
of information and network security in order to safeguard
the data as it carries. The purpose of using cryptogra-
phy in the areas of bio-molecular computation to bring
up a promising technology for providing of unbreakable
algorithms, but these DNA cryptography lacks the re-
lated theory which is nevertheless still an open problem
to model the good DNA cryptographic schemes.

In this paper, we used pseudo DNA based crypto-
graphic technique which is based on central dogmas of
biological system, which is not same as original DNA
cryptography [12, 18, 23]. This proposed method only
makes use of DNA mechanisms and terminology of DNA
function rather than actual biological DNA sequences (or
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oligos). The encryption and decryption processes are ini-
tiated with DNA transcription, splicing system and RNA
translation [28].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 specifies the related work. Section 3 and
Section 4 describes the scope of research and overview
of DNA. The proposed Pseudo DNA-Based Symmetric
Cryptosystem mechanism and its security analysis are dis-
cussed in Section 5 and Section 6. Section 7 describes the
simulation results. Finally Section 8 concludes this paper
with future work.

2 Related Work

The domain of information and network security is per-
sistently looking for unbreakable cryptosystem to protect
the information while transmitting on to the network, but
it seems that every cryptographic encryption technology
comes across its end game as the new computing tech-
nologies are evolving.

DNA is very potent and exciting study direction from
a cryptographic point of view which requires simple and
effective algorithms, of late, many scientists have pro-
jected a various DNA-based encryption algorithms, but
it is too early to decide the perfect complete model for
some cryptographic functions, such as DNA authentica-
tion methods, digital signature and secure data storage
as these cryptographic models is still in the initial phase.
Adleman [1, 3] proposed the hypothetical model of DNA
computing for any bio-molecular computational problem
which provides vast parallel computing. As his back-
ground stemmed from computer encryption, he partic-
ularly envisioned DNA computing in helping to create
encryption and decryption algorithms in the area of cryp-
tography.

Gehani et.al from Duke University had investigated
the procedure of DNA based Cryptography [18] for one
time pads (OTP). They proposed the large number short
sequence of message can be encrypted using one-time
pads. These small sequences of DNA can avail from
massive one time pad using public key infrastructure
(PKI) [34]. Leier [23] proposed the data hiding pro-
cedure predicated on DNA binary sequences to achieve
DNA encryption scheme; Applying DNA Computation,
Kazuo [22] resolved the trouble for generation of key dis-
tribution, he also proposed DNA based secret key encryp-
tion system; Amin [4] proposed DNA YAEA encryption
algorithm which is a conventional secret key encryption
algorithm. Ning [28] proposed pseudo DNA based cryp-
tography along with the initial Secret key to build DNA
cryptosystem which is also a symmetric encryption algo-
rithm.

3 Scope of Research

The Intellectual property, which is being transferred over
the internet, can be easily acquired and is vulnerable to

many security attacks [6, 7, 8, 10] such as Worm Hole at-
tack, Man in the middle attack, IP Spooning, Black Hole
Attack etc. Securing all the information passed through
networked computers is primarily more important for any
application or system, Already a great heap of effort had
been put on the cryptology, As a result, various security
mechanisms have been designed such as DES,RSA, ECC,
DSA, etc., to achieve very high level of security. But these
mechanisms require complex factorization of large prime
numbers and the elliptic curve problem, for which still
a lot of investigation is required to find a proper solu-
tion. Moreover, the RSA cryptosystem is based on the
intractability of large prime factorization as there are no
known efficient algorithms to find largest prime factors.

DNA cryptography is a techniques which have been
devised to break RSA scheme. This techniques is used to
self-assembly of DNA tiles to fully break RSA scheme [3,
9, 11]. If these techniques are able to break RSA, RSA
will no more remain practical. Further, DNA-based Meth-
ods had also been developed to break the cryptosystems
based on elliptic curves. These methods utilize a paral-
lel multiplier to perform basic biological operations and
for adding the points on elliptic curves, it uses both par-
allel divider and a parallel adder [24]. Moreover, so far
many researchers had concentrated on breaking the cryp-
tosystem using several DNA-based methods which are
presently being practiced.

4 Overview of DNA

In order to understand the rudimentary principles of De-
oxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) Cryptography in a emerge
area of DNA Computing, it is necessary to address the
background details of central dogma of molecular biol-
ogy, that is, how a DNA sequence is actually transcripted
and translated into a protein sequence as shown in Fig-
ure 1. DNA (Deoxyribo Nucleic Acid) is the fundamental
hereditary material that stores genetic information found
in almost every living organisms ranging from very small
viruses to complex human beings. It is constituted by
nucleotides which forms polymer chains. These chains
are also known as DNA strands. Each DNA nucleotides
contains a single base and usually consists of four bases,
specifically, Adenine (A), Guanine (G), Cytosine(C), and
Thymine (T) represent genetic code. These bases reads
from the start promoter which forms the structure of DNA
strand by forming two strands of hydrogen bonds, one is
A with T and another is C with G; These DNA sequences
are eventually transcripted and interpreted into chains of
amino acids, which constitutes proteins.

4.1 Transcription

Transcription is a process of newly prepared intermediary
copy of DNA called mRNA instructions that transpires
in the nucleus of the cell, these instructions are contained
and created in DNA i.e. DNA sequence [40] which con-
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Figure 1: Central dogma of molecular biology

tains the nucleotides A, G, C and T. are transcript into
mRNA sequence, here mRNA is a single stranded that
contains the nucleotides A, G, C and Uracil (U). This
intermediary mRNA polymerase that binds the enzyme
which is responsible for copying DNA into RNA.

4.2 Translation

Translation is also a process that contains the RNA copy
of DNA to make a protein. i.e, the mRNA copy of DNA
sequence is translated into a distinct amino acids that can
be chained together to form protein. There are 20 distinct
amino acids which is a basic building block of a protein.
On the mRNA, there are also certain ending three-bases
to sign the end of the translation. Essentially, RNA tran-
script process undergoes the processing step called splic-
ing steps, in which INTervening (introns) sequences are
cut out and discarded, keeping the Expressed (extrons)
sequences to form mRNA, In this mRNA translation pro-
cess, a grouping of three nucleotides [33, 35] called codons
are translated into the amino acids according to the ge-
netic code table [25].

5 Pseudo DNA-based Symmetric
Cryptosystem

The pseudo DNA cryptography [17, 26, 28, 39] method
just takes the standard principle ideas of central dogma
of molecular biology method i.e. the pseudo DNA cryp-
tosystem (Encryption/Decryption) process is similar to
the DNA transcription, splicing system and RNA trans-
lation of the real organisms, but it is different from exist-
ing DNA based cryptography [5, 13, 15, 21, 36], as this
method only make use of DNA mechanisms and terminol-
ogy of DNA function rather than actual biological DNA
sequences (or oligos); therefore, this proposed method is

a kind of pseudo biotic DNA based cryptography method.

The pseudo DNA cryptography technique consists of
transcription/splicing system and translation processes
which is similar to central dogma of molecular biology es-
sentially, in the transcription process undergoes the pro-
cessing step called splicing steps, in which INTervening
(introns) sequences are cut out and discarded, keeping
the Expressed (extrons) sequences to form Messenger,
Ribonucleic Acid (mRNA). In the translation process of
mRNA, a grouping of three nucleotides called codons are
translated into the amino acids according to the genetic
code table [25, 31].

In order to make the statistics of the cipher text and the
multiple rounds of random keys of the encryption as com-
plex as possible to decipher, we have modified the original
splicing system process. Originally, the starting codes of
the introns and ending codes of the introns are very easy
to guess. In this proposed work, we have modified start
codes and the pattern codes to specify the introns. The
non-continuous pattern codes are used to confuse the ad-
versary and hard to guess the introns, by defining which
parts of the DNA frame to be removed, and which DNA
frame to be kept. Further, the no of the splices, the start-
ing code of the frame and removed length of the pattern
codes can be used to determine the key, the ending codes
of the DNA frame are not required.

5.1 Symmetric Cryptography Principles

Generally, Modern Cryptography [27] solves many cryp-
tographic algorithm with the help a KEY. The cryptosys-
tem which comprises of Encryption and Decryption func-
tions using the same Key(K) that can be interpreted as
symmetric cryptography, which is represented with two
functions: Ek(M) = C and Dk(C) = M . In this cryp-
tosystem, first, both the sender and receiver must agree
on a key as well as cryptosystem in order to communicate
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securely. Hence, the success of such symmetric cryptosys-
tem is mainly depends upon its Key.

5.2 Communications Using Pseudo DNA
Symmetric Cryptography

The conventional secret key encryption scheme∏
= (EK, DK) is usually represented with two al-

gorithms; one is EK function, which is a stateful
encryption algorithm with k randomized key generation
algorithm. It takes the plaintext ‘M’ along with random
key ‘K’ and returns a cipher text ‘C’; usually represented
EK (M) =C and another is DK function, which is a
deterministic decryption algorithm, which takes a string
‘C’ and the same random key ‘K’ and returns the equiv-
alent plaintext ‘M’ ; usually represented as DK (C) = M
where M ∈ {A,T,C,G}∗ , finally we perform that
Dk (Ek (M)) = M or all M ∈ {A,T,C,G, 0, 1}∗.

Let us assume Alice want send the message to Bob;
both agree on a key and a cryptosystem; Alice takes
her plaintext message and performs two different con-
versions i.e., First the plaintext information is converted
into in the binary numerical representation, and Second,
she transforms binary forms into DNA form (A for 00,
C for 01, G for 10, T for 11) and encrypts it with the
random key (Here, the Key will number of the splices,
the starting code of the frame and removed length of the
pattern codes). This creates a cipher-text; Alice sends
the cipher text message to Bob through public channel;
Bob decrypts the cipher text message with the decryp-
tion algorithm and random key (No. of the splices, the
starting code of the frame and removed length of the pat-
tern codes) received from secure channel and reads it.
Therefore, to perform above Communications model us-
ing Symmetric Pseudo DNA based Cryptography the fol-
lowing steps can be described briefly:

1) Alice takes the plaintext and converts to binary
form and then converts into DNA form as shown in
Algorithm-1.

2) Alice will scan DNA form of information to generate
the variable length random key by generating the No
of the splices from the specified DNA pattern, the
starting code of the DNA frame to find out the in-
trons, introns places and removed length of the pat-
tern codes i,e. introns are removed from the specified
DNA sequence as the first round of Key Generation,
which is shown in Algorithm-2 and Algorithm-3.

3) With the help random key (splicing system), Alice
will transcript the DNA sequence into the mRNA
strand, as shown in Algorithm-4.

4) After Generating mRNA Strand, Alice also generate
the variable length random sub key by generating the
No of the splices from the specified mRNA pattern,
the starting code of the mRNA frame, introns places
and removed length of the pattern codes as the Sec-
ond round of Processing.

Algorithm 1 Generate binary value

1: BEGIN
2: Binary Text required to search the DNA patterns
3: X ⇐ 0
4: for i ⇐ 0 to n do +1 do
5: Take an initial quotient variable and while it is not

zero do
6: while (Quotient is not equal to Zero) do
7: t[i]⇐ quotient mod 2 +Zero
8: Divide the Quotient by 2;
9: Increment i

10: end while
11: while (Variable Y is greater than Zero) do
12: Reverse the string to get resultant binary code
13: Increment x;
14: Decrement y;
15: end while
16: if String length Mod 2 ==1) then
17: The string length should be a multiple of 2
18: else
19: Padding Zero at beginning of the String
20: end if
21: end for
22: End

Algorithm 2 Generate DNA strand

Begin
2: DNA patterns

Assign the 2-bit patterns of Binary String to convert
in to DNA SEQUENCE

4: for (i ⇐ 0 to stringlength do +2 ) do
if (String Cmp(Binary,”00”) ==0) then

6: DNA-Code[i]⇐ ’A’;
else

8: if (String Cmp(Binary,”01”) ==0) then
DNA-Code[i]⇐ ’C’;

10: else
if (String Cmp(Binary,”10”) ==0) then

12: DNA-Code[i]⇐ ’G’;
else

14: if (String Cmp(Binary,”11”) ==0) then
DNA-Code[i]⇐ ’T’;

16: end if
end if

18: end if
end if

20: end for
End

5) Again, the Spliced mRNA strand are translated into
the amino acids according to the genetic code table
(61 codons to 20 amino acids) which forms protein
sequence, as shown in Algorithm-5.

6) The protein sequence (Cipher Text) will be sent to
the to Bob through public channel.

7) The Random Variable Length Key such as no of
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Algorithm 3 Generation of variable random key

Begin
Input: DNA patterns, Print the length of DNA
Strand for Generating Variable Random Key, No of
Splices of Sender choice for Slicing for M-RNA code
generation, The starting indices of Sender choice, The
lengths of DNA Strand to be deleted

3: Output: Generating Variable Random Key using
Splicing System
for i and j⇐ 1 to n do +1 do

Performing the Sub Key Patterns
6: end for

for i ⇐ 0 to j do +1 do
Converting patterns key to binary format

9: Quotient ⇐ key[i];
while (i is less then Length of DNA Strand ) do

key[n] ⇐ quotient mod 2;
12: Divide the Quotient by 2

end while
if (quotient==0) then

15: No Sub Key is Present in DNA Strand and Gen-
erate Sub Key in mRNA

end if
for i ⇐ 1 to nj do +1 do

18: Stored Splices in a Key Space
end for

end for
21: End

Algorithm 4 Generation of mRNA strand

Begin
Input: DNA patterns, Random Key
Output : Generating mRNA Strand

4: for i ⇐ 0 to n do +1 do
Extract the slices part from DNA code using slices
process

end for
for i ⇐ 0 to Length(DNA Strand) do +1 do

8: Except the slices part sort the remaining part from
DNA code to form M-RNA code

end for
End

splices, the starting index, pattern codes length of the
introns, the positions and places of the introns, the
cut out the introns, random mapping of codon-amino
acids will form the key to decrypt the cipher text
(protein sequence) and also sent to the Bob through
a secure channel as shown in Figure 2.

8) On Bob (Receiver) side, when he receives random
keys and protein form (Cipher text) of data from
Alice through the secure channel.

9) Bob decrypts the cipher text message using the ran-
dom key reversible translation to recover mRNA se-
quence from protein sequence, and then recover DNA

Algorithm 5 Protein code generation

Begin
Input:mRNA Strand
Output: Protein Code (Cipher Text)
for i ⇐ 0 to Length(mRNA Strand) do +3 do

5: Copy the 3-bit patterns from DNA code to protein
code array to match the codon table formats
Compare and replace appropriate protein value
from codon table
Finally print the PROTEINCODE which will be
our final CIPHER TEXT

end for
End

form of information, in the reverse order as Alice en-
crypt the information.

10) Bob can then recover then binary form of informa-
tion, and finally gets what Alice sent him.

5.3 Key Generation Using Splicing Sys-
tems

Head [2, 19] proposed the splicing system which captures
mathematically ΣDNA = {A, C, G, T}). Where DNA
strands are referred as strings over the finite alphabet.
However, these splicing systems were introduced more
than twenty years ago, that is when nobody spoke about
DNA computing. In fact, only in 1995-thus, after Adle-
man’s paper - Splicing Systems [30, 38] have been sug-
gested to represent DNA computations and their com-
putational properties, by various authors. The central
operation of the splicing systems: Given an alphabet S
and two strings, y ∈

∑∗
, it is defined the splicing of x

and y, as indicated by the rule r. formally, a splicing rule
r defined on the alphabet Σ is a word of the form α1 # β1
$ α2 # β2 where α1, β1, α2, β2 ∈

∑∗
, while # and $ are

special symbols that are part of Σ. If we have x = x1α1,
β1, α′1y = y2α2, β2, y′2 and r = α1#β1$α2#β2, we write:
(x, y) →r (p, q) to indicate that the strings p and q are
obtained from the values of x and y applying the splicing
rule r.

5.4 Key Selection Using Splicing Systems

In order to improve the security of the proposed algo-
rithm, we had designed random keys of key generator
based upon splicing system of central dogma, the ran-
dom key information will be selected from DNA sequence
and mRNA sequence, the user random generated key se-
quence of DNA strand and random generated key se-
quence of mRNA will be XORed and resultant random
key is shared between Alice and Bob through private or
secure channel. As shown in Figure 1, the Biotic DNA
symmetric cryptosystem is designed in such way that,
the adversary cannot decrypt the encryption algorithm
without the information of the key, it is very difficult to
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Figure 2: Pseudo DNA symmetric cryptosystem

find the Random DNA secret key sequence and Random
mRNA key sequence. Suppose, If the adversary applies
brute force search for finding the random key in order to
decrypt the cipher-text, then, the attacker should spend
numerous time and resources because DNA has an ex-
tremely large amount of data storage capacity, which re-
quires tens of millions of nucleotides in order to find the
correct no of splices, cutoff introns, starting position of
DNA/mRNA strand, removed DNA/mRNA strand and
mapping of Amino acids. Hence, the algorithm is secure
and safe enough against Brute force attack and Chosen
cipher text (CCA) [16].

6 Security Analysis of Biotic
Pseudo DNA Cryptography

The main objective to Strength any security technique is
to protect the network and information from any mali-
cious activities. Mainly, Time and computational com-
plexity are two of the most significant parameters for
whatever sort of cryptographic schemes. Semantic Se-
curity and Message Indistinguishability are the two fun-
damental computational -complexity analog of Shannon’s
definition of perfect privacy [20]. Former one represents
the infeasibility to learn anything about the plaintext
from the cipher text and the later one represents the in-
feasibility of distinguishing between the given pair of mes-
sages.

6.1 Formal Definitions of Semantic Secu-
rity (SS) and Message Indistinguisha-
bility (MI)

Definition 1. Semantic security ensures that nothing can
be learned just by looking at a cipher text. i.e., cipher text
reveals no information about the message. For every dis-
tribution X over {0, 1}n and for every partial information
h: {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n. For every interesting information
f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n. For every attacking algorithm A,
running time complexity t′ ≤ t(n), t(n) is a polynomial
in n, there exists algorithm S such that:

Prm←X,(Pk,
Sk)←G(n)

[
A
(
E
(
m,Pk

)
, Pk, h (m)

)]
≤ Prm←X [S (h (m)) = f (m)] + ε (n)

where ε(n) is a negligible quantity which depends upon
value of n. For example, ε(n) may be 1

P(n) where p(n) is

a polynomial in ‘n’ of a large degree.

Definition 2. Given two encryptions of messages m0 and
m1, the probability of guessing the message is very close
to the random probability of guessing the correct message
( 1
2). The security of message indistinguishability states

that the inability to distinguish two plaintexts (of the same
length). i.e., the cipher texts are computationally indis-
tinguishable. For every two messages m0, m1 ∈ {0, 1}n,
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for every algorithm A that runs within time ≤ t(n).

Priε{0,1}(Pk, Sk)← G (n) [A (E (mi , Pk) , Pk) = i]

≤ 1

2
+ ε (n) .

Theorem 1. If the symmetric-key encryption scheme
constitutes indistinguishable encryptions then it is seman-
tically secure.

Proof. If X = [m0,m1], f(m0) = 0, f(m1) = 1, h(·):
empty output string From Semantic security, for every
opponent A there exist a simulator S, such that

Prm←X,(Pk ,Sk)←G(n) [A (E (m,Pk)) = i] ≤

Prm←X [S (h (m)) = i] + ε(n).

Now since the simulator receives no information: Pr[S( )
= i ] = 1

2 , regardless of S. Thus,

Pri ∈ {0,1} (Pk, Sk) ←G(n) [A (E (mi pk) pk ) = i ]

=
1

2
+ ∈ (n).

Now, For every m0, m1 ∈ {0, 1}n , for every algorithm
A that runs within time = t(n), for every a ∈ {0 1}∗

Pr(Pk,Sk)∈G(n) [A (E (m1, Pk) , Pk) = a]

−Pr(Pk,Sk)∈G(n) [A (E (m1, Pk) , Pk) = a] ≤ 2ε(n).

Let us call above equation as (*) then we can say that

(t, ∈)−MI→ (∗) ≡ ∼ (t, ∈)−MI.

Define A′(c, p) =

{
1, ifA(c, p) = a
0, otherwise.

So,

Pri∈{0,1},(Pk,Sk)←G(n) [A (E (mi, Pk) , Pk) = i]

=
1

2
Pr(Pk,Sk)←G(n) [A′ (E (m0, Pk) , Pk) = 0]

+
1

2
Pr(Pk,Sk)←G(n) [A′ (E (m1, Pk) , Pk) = 1]

=
1

2
(1− Pr(Pk,Sk)←G(n) [A′ (E (m0, Pk) , Pk) = a])

+
1

2
Pr(Pk,Sk)←G(n) [A′ (E (m1, Pk) , Pk) = a]

=
1

2
+

1

2
Pr(Pk,Sk)←G(n) [A′ (E (m0, Pk) , Pk) = a]

−Pr(Pk,Sk)←G(n) [A′ (E (m1, Pk) , Pk) = a]

≤ 1

2
+ ∈ (n)−MI

is violated.

The theoretical result of Symmetric DNA based en-
cryption function gives a diffusion cipher text, which is
hard to compute plaintext without random key There-
fore, security analysis of Symmetric DNA based cryptog-
raphy is efficient and very powerful against certain cryp-
tographic attacks.

Definition 3. A polynomial-time-computable predicate
b is called a hard-core of a function f , if every effi-
cient algorithm, given f(x), can guess b(x) with suc-
cess probability that is only negligibly better than one-
half. Formally speaking, we define a hard-core pred-
icate as follows: A polynomial-time-computable predi-
cate b {0, 1,G, T,A,C}∗ → {0, 1,G, T,A,C} is called
a hard-core of a function f if for every probabilistic poly-
nomial time algorithm A

′
, every positive polynomial p(·),

and all sufficiently large n’s,

Pr

[
A

′
(f (Un)) = b (Un)

]
<

1

2
+

1

p(n)
.

Note that, for every b: {0, 1, A,G, T, C}∗ → {0, 1, A,
G, T , C} and f : {A, G, T , C}∗ → {A,G, T,C} there ex-
ist obvious algorithms that guess b (Un) from f (Un)
with success probability at least one-half, e.g. the al-
gorithm that obliviously of its input, outputs uniformly
chosen DNA Strand. Also if b is a hardcore predicate
for any function, then b (Un) must be almost unbiased
(i.e. |Pr [b (Un) = 0 ]− [b (Un) = 1] must be a negligi-
ble function of n). Now our encryption scheme make use
hard-core predicate (hp) and we analyze the security of
the scheme.

6.2 Encryption Algorithm

Assume the Encryption Function (Fbin, Fdna Frna, Fpro)
and a hard core predicate B(X, k) for FKEY.Here we
want to encrypt a plaintext p and b is a key, which is
the secret information.

Theorem 2. Symmetric DNA based encryption scheme
for Message, i.e. Encryption EFbin,Fdna,Frna,Fpro(b, k) is
MI secure.

SCHEME ((Fbin, Fdna Frna, Fpro, FKey), B, b)
/*** Encryption EFbin

, Fdna Frna, Fpro(b, k) ***/

1) /*** Encryption EFbin
, Fdna Frna, Fpro (b, k) ***/

Pick X
U← {A,G, T,C}n;

Return (F(X,k) ,b,B(X,k));

2) /*** key generation ***/
Generate the Combination of pairs (kb, Kd, Kdna)
using Fdna and Rdna;

3) /*** Decryption DFbin
, Fdna Frna, Fpro(c, F (X, k))

***/
X = D[F (X, k),Kb,Kd,Kdna]
Return (c, B(X, k)).

Proof. Suppose the encryption scheme is not (t, ε)-MI
secure, So it exists a PPT algorithm A’ such that

Prb∈{0,1,G,T,A,C}
(Pk,Sk)←G(n),X

U←{A,G,T,C}n
[A(F(X, k), b, B(X, k), k)].

Consider the following algorithm:
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Figure 3: Performance analysis between plaintext, cipher
text and key length

Figure 4: Performance analysis between plaintext, chosen
cipher text and its deduction of key

A” (y,k)
{
1). Pick random c ∈ protein form;
2). Return (c,A (y,c,k))[
}

Pr
X

U←{A,G,T,C}n
[A′(F (X, k), b, B(X, k), k)]

Prc∈ProteinsForm
(Pk,Sk)←G(n),X

U←{A,G,T,C}n
[A(F(X,k),c,B(X,k),c)].

Since A’ is a PPT algorithm just as A.So B is not a hard-
core predicate (hp) according to definition. This is a con-
tradiction. Hence the primary assumption was wrong.
Hence SCHEME ((Fbin, Fdna Frna, Fpro), B, b) FKey is
MI secure. Hence proved

7 Cipher Text Indistinguishability

Cipher text indistinguishability is a one of the impor-
tant security property for numerous encryption schemes.
Instinctively, if a cryptosystem has the property of in-
distinguishability, then an opponent will be not able to
distinguish pairs of cipher texts focused around the mes-
sage they encrypt. The property of indistinguishability is
viewed as an essential requirement for most of the prov-
ably secure key cryptosystems under chosen cipher text
attack, chosen plaintext attack and adaptive chosen ci-
pher text attack. A cryptosystem is viewed as ”secure in
terms of indistinguishability” if no opponent A, given an
encryption of a message haphazardly chosen from a two-
component message space controlled by the opponent, can
distinguish the message decision with likelihood better
than that of random guessing (1/2). If any opponent can
succeed in recognizing the chosen cipher text with likeli-
hood fundamentally more noteworthy than . There are
numerous security definitions in terms of indistinguisha-
bility, depending on presumptions made about the abili-
ties of the attacker. At this point, when the cryptosystem

is viewed as secure. if, no opponent can guess randomly
with significantly probability more prominent better than
half. The most well-known definitions used in cryptogra-
phy are indistinguishability with various attacks [16] such
as (non-adaptive) chosen cipher text attack (IND-CCA),
chosen plaintext attack (IND-CPA), adaptive chosen ci-
pher text attack (IND-CCA2). The convenient way to
sort out above definitions to secure DNA based Encryp-
tion is by considering different conceivable objectives and
attacks models. The objective here is to make an oppo-
nent’s powerlessness to realize any data about plaintext
underlying a challenge cipher text. In this conception,
the adversary cannot determine from which plaintext the
challenge cipher text came from.

The attack models are considered here are Adaptive
Chosen cipher text Attack, Non-Adaptive Chosen Cipher
text Attack and Chosen Plain text Attack (CPA). In IND-
CPA is characterized between an opponent and a chal-
lenger. For schemes focused around computational secu-
rity, the adversary is modelled in such a way; he must
finish inside a polynomial number of time steps to guess.
In IND-CCA1, the adversary has a right to access to un-
scrambling oracle O. Nevertheless, the opponent can uti-
lize this oracle only before it gets the challenge cipher
text y. Finally, In IND-CCA2, Adversary has a right to
gain the access of oracle O and his inquiry to the oracle
may rely on upon the challenge cipher text y. however,
the only restriction with this attack is that the opponent
cannot query the oracle to the challenger to decrypt the
cipher text y.

In formalizing IND-Atk, An opponent A as a pair of
probabilistic polynomial time algorithm = (1, 2). Here, A
runs in two stages. Whereas, A1 generates a message pair,
encrypt one of them and send to A2 as challenge cipher
text. We say A2 is successful depending on its goal; the
goal is here to tell which message is in encrypted form.
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Figure 5: Analysis of message indistinguishability (MI) of
plaintext, cipher text with different random keys

Figure 6: Percentage of chosen cipher text w.r.t PPT al-
gorithm)

7.1 Indistinguishability of IND-CCA1 or
IND-CCA2

Definition 4. Let
∏

= {E ,D,K} be a secret key en-
cryption scheme. For an opponent A and b = {0, 1} char-
acterize the experiment
Experiment:

Expind−cca
π (A b );

a← K; (x1, x2, s)← AEaDa (Find);

y← Ea (xb);

d← AEaDa(Guess, y, s);

Return d;

It is assigned that |x0|= |x1| above and that oppo-
nent A does not query for decryption oracle Da (·) on
cipher-text y in the supposition phase. Characterize the
advantage between opponent A and function π respect-
fully, takes as follows:

Advind−cca
π (A) = Pr

[
Expind−cca

π (A 0 ) = 0
]
−

Pr

[
Expind−cca

π (A 1 ) = 1
]

Advind−cca
π (t,qe, qd, µ, v) = MAX

A Advind−cca
π (A).

The maximum time-complexity t with at most qe and
qd encryption and decryption oracle queries and totaling
these queries with at most µ bits and finally choosing
|x0|= |x1|= v bits. Hence, the worst-case time-complexity
for this experiment is Expind−cca

π (A ) plus the total size
of the code of opponent A.

The analogy of the above definition E (PK , ”M”) which
represents the encrypted message ”M” under the random
key ”PK”: The challenger produces encrypts arbitrary
cipher texts and the opponent is offered to access the de-
cryption oracle, which decrypts self-assertive cipher texts
at the opponent’s request, retaining the plaintext. The
opponent may keep on query the decryption oracle signif-
icantly even after it has received a challenge cipher text,
but it may not pass the cipher text for further processing:

Step 1. The challenger generates a key PK in multiple
rounds of transcription (first key), spicing system
(second key) and translation process (third key) (e.g.,
a key size in Kdna, Kmrna, Kmap) which produces
cipher text and given to the opponent.

Step 2. The opponent calls to the decryption function
based on haphazard cipher texts.

Step 3. The challenger selects the key Pk =
{Kb,Kd,Kpdna} randomly and sends the chal-
lenge cipher text C = E (Pk,M) back to the
opponent.

Step 4. The opponent is free to execute any number of
encryptions or computations.

Step 5. Once again, the opponent may further calls to
the decryption function, but this time he may not
submit the cipher text ”C”.

Step 6. Finally, the opponent generates the outputs by
guessing for the value of message ”M”. This scheme
is secure against IND-CCA2 if no opponent can guess
with non-negligible time.

A DNA based private key scheme ((Fbin, Fdna Frna,
Fpro, FKey), B, b) is (t, q, ε) secure in IND-Atk sense. If
for all pair of different messages of same length and any
opponent A, that runs within given time t and performs
at most q queries to the decryption oracle O, ε(n) denotes
the advantage of the algorithm over a random guess.

Pr(Pk,Sk)←G(n)

[
A0 (Pk, Epk (m1)) = 1

]
−Pr(Pk,Sk)←G(n)

[
A0 (Pk, Epk (m0)) = 1

]
≤∈ (n)

where the oracle is

O=

 − if IND− CPA

Dsk if IND− CCA2

and the adversary cannot query the decryption oracle at
Epk(mi). Therefore, Informally an pseudo DNA based
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Figure 7: Flowchart of biotic DNA based symmetric cryptosystem

encryption scheme is secure if for each adversary A and
for every polynomial P (·), there exist a ‘N’ such that,
Pr (A succeeds in the attack)< 1

P (n) ∀ n >N .

From the definition of Semantic Security, for all distri-
bution over {A, T,G,C}; For All Partial information h:
{Proteins}n → {Proteins}n; For all interesting informa-
tion f : {0, 1, A, T, C,G} → {O, 1, digits,DNAStrands};
Adversary A with time complexity t′ < t(n), t(n) =∑
tdn

d; ∃ Simulating algorithm S such that

Pr
(Pk,Sk)←G(n)
X←{A,T,G,C}n

[
A
(
E
(
m,Pk

)
, Pk, h (m)

)
= f (m)

]
≤ Pr(Pk,Sk)←G(n)

X←{A,T,G,C}n [S (h (m)) = f (m)] + ε (n)

where ε(n) is a negligible quantity; then E(·) is called
semantically (t, ε) is secure.

From the definition of Message Indistinguishability;
For all messages m0, m1 ∈ {0, 1}n; For all Adversary A
with time complexity t′ < t(n), t(n) =

∑
tdn

d:

Pr
(Pk,Sk)←G(n)
i∈{0,1} [A (E (mi pk ) pk )) =i ] =

1

2
+ ∈ (n)

where ε(n) is a negligible quantity; E(·) is called (t, ε) MI
secure; n is the security parameter such as key length;
ε(n) is a negligible quantity.

8 Results and Simulation Analysis

To study the feasibility of our theoretical work, we have
implemented and evaluated the pseudo Biotic DNA cryp-
tography method in C++ and conducted a series of exper-
iments in a network simulator [NS2] to evaluate its effec-
tiveness. The experiment results show that this method

is more efficient and its increase the power against cer-
tain adaptive cryptographic attacks. The experimental
values were obtained by evaluating the multiple running
times of the pseudo Biotic DNA cryptography on a soft-
ware program running Uduntu-13.04. Our simulations are
based on sender and receiver programs. On the sender
side, the sender first converts the plaintext into the bi-
nary sequence, which in turn translated into the DNA
Strand. Indeed, necessary padding is performed at the
time of translation in order to have the compatibility
DNA strand. After translation, the sender will generate
the random variable length key using the splicing sys-
tem process of the central dogma. In other words, the
sender will generate the random key with a mixture of
binary sequence, decimal digit and DNA Strand, which
makes the adversary hard to guess the key and trans-
lates into mRNA sequence. Next, the sub key generation
is chosen at mRNA sequence using pseudo random key
generator. Subsequently, these two random keys will be
XORed with random mapping of codon-amino acids to
produce the protein sequence. To put in another way, the
mRNA is translate into the amino acid sequence called
codons, which produces the proteins sequence. Eventu-
ally, the whole transcription and translation process of
central dogma creates enciphered information. These en-
ciphered information and Random Key are transferred to
receiver through different channels, i.e., enciphered infor-
mation through public channel, and Random key through
secure channel.

On the destination side, the receiver receives the enci-
phered information and random key from different chan-
nels. Consequently, the receiver uses decryption algo-
rithm and the same key information to decipher the enci-
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phered information. To be more specific, first, the receiver
performs reverse translation process to recover from pro-
tein sequence into mRNA form using same sub-key with
the help of pseudo random generator. Next, reverse tran-
scription process is performed using reverse splicing pro-
cess to recover from mRNA to DNA form. Finally, he
recovers the plaintext using the recovery translator that
the sender had send him.

Figure 7 illustrates the proposed biotic cryptog-
raphy method. Let us exhibit with an example;
how this proposed cryptographic protocol works. Al-
ice creates a cipher text and public key converts
into the DNA Strand. Moreover, she also gener-
ates the variable length random key (splicing system)
“00011001003CGT011113TGC101113GAC” from DNA
Strand of cipher text. However, DNA form of pub-
lic key will be converted into equivalent numerical form
for clear understanding of the key. The main spe-
cific reason of converting the public key into DNA
form is to have optimized key size. Subsequently,
the sub key 00011000113CTG011013CTT101013GAT” is
chosen from mRNA sequence “GUAG GUAA UGAU
CUGC UUCA UCUU GCUU GCCG ACUG ACGG
AUUA”using pseudo random key generator. Finally,
these mRNA Strand is translate into amino acid se-
quence (codons), which produces proteins sequence
“Val Gly Asn Asp Lev His Lev Ala Cys Arg Lev Thr Asp
TA Lev”. This encoded proteins sequence will be sent to
the Bob. Bob decrypts the cipher text using the same
random key to recover the plain text.

I verified experimentally that, the encryption and de-
cryption can be performed effectively a given key. More-
over, different plaintexts with the combination of alpha-
bets, digits and few special characters are chosen with
increasing size that includes short-text, average-text and
long-text. Indeed, each plaintext is stored in ASCII for-
mat and number of bits are calculated to that of 8 or
16 times that of the length of the plaintext. The original
plaintext size is calculated with different 64, 128, 256, 512,
1024 and 2048-bits random key and the resulting cipher
text size are examined. These random key are used to
examine the efficiency of the algorithm in terms of com-
putation, storage and transmission. Furthermore, we also
investigated that the proposed algorithm needs the 264,
310, 410, 575 chosen cipher texts to find the message with-
out key for different key size.

As shown in Figure 3. The length of cipher texts is pro-
portional to that of the corresponding plaintexts lengths
with varying key length. However, this method requires
less storage space than that of the plaintext, thus, it is
more efficient in the storage capacity. Another reflection
is that, the size of the random key length increase as the
size of the plaintext increase, which greatly reduces size of
the key length. Moreover, key as well cipher text can be
transmitted much faster through the secure channel and
public channel respectively. Therefore, the method is also
more efficient items of storage and transmission.

As shown in Figure 4. The adversary requires more

than 65% of chosen cipher texts for the corresponding
plaintexts to recover 78% of the random key length.
Hence, it requires more chosen cipher text to retrieve
the key. The figure also shows that different tests are
performed to experiment the robustness of this proposed
method. Therefore, it is more efficient and effective
method.

Figure 5 indicates, for the same plaintext length, it gen-
erates different cipher text, namely cipher text-1 and ci-
pher text-2 with different random key. Thus, this method
satisfies the Message Indistinguishability (MI) because
the probability of guessing these two cipher text is more
than half of the random probability of guessing the right
message.

Figure 6 shows that the adversary requires more cho-
sen cipher text for a given plaintext, which takes more
than half of the time to retrieve the key. Therefore, PPT
algorithm satisfies Message Indistinguishability (MI), ac-
cording to the definition.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we addressed a biotic DNA based secret
key cryptographic mechanism, which is based upon the
genetic information of biological system. Moreover, this
cryptographic prototype is motivated from bio-molecular
computation, which is rapidly growing field that has made
great strides of ultra-compact information storage, vast
parallelism, and exceptional energy efficiency. Over the
last two decades, Internet technology is growing much
faster, which permits the users to access the intellectual
property that is being transferred over the internet can
be easily acquired and is vulnerable to many security at-
tacks. Hence, network security is looking for unbreak-
able encryption technology to protect the data. This mo-
tivated us to propose biotic pseudo DNA cryptography
method, which makes use of splicing system to improve
security and random multiple key sequence to increase
the degree of diffusion and confusion that makes result-
ing cipher texts difficult to decipher and to realize a secure
system. Furthermore, Moreover, we also modelled Hybrid
DNA cryptosystem that make use of proposed work by as-
sembling DNA based public key cryptography for effective
storage of public key as well as double blinded encryption
scheme for a given message. The formal and experimen-
tal analysis not only shows that, this method is powerful
against chosen cipher text attacks, but also very effective
and efficient in storage, computation as well as transmis-
sion; To conclude, DNA cryptography is an new emerge
area and extremely guaranteeing field, where research is
possible in incredible development and improvement.
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